Abstract: The Chinese rings puzzle is one of those recreational mathematical problems known for several centuries in the West as well as in Asia. Its origin is difficult to ascertain but is most likely not Chinese. In this paper we provide an English translation, based on a mathematical analysis of the puzzle, of two sixteenth-century witness accounts. The first is by Luca Pacioli and was previously unpublished. The second is by Girolamo Cardano for which we provide an interpretation considerably different from existing translations. Finally, both treatments of the puzzle are compared, pointing out the presence of an implicit idea of non-numerical recursive algorithms.
Introduction
The Chinese rings feature as a well-known puzzle in many works on recreational mathematics. It is covered in all the classic works such as [22, , [3, [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] , [8, Problem 417] and [12, [15] [16] [17] . In French nineteenth-century works ( [22] , [13] ), the puzzle is also known by the name 'Baguenaudier'. As the earliest source in Europe one often quotes Girolamo Cardano's De subtilitate [6, 294f] , which gave it its alternative name 'Cardan's rings'. The aim of this paper is not to provide a complete overview on the history of the Chinese rings but to present for the first time an English translation of the earliest known European source, namely De viribus quantitatis by Pacioli [25, Capitolo CVII] , which gives a reasonably detailed explanation of the puzzle as it was known at the beginning of the sixteenth century (Appendix 1). We will also discuss Cardano's treatment of the puzzle, which has become available recently in an English translation [10] . However, we are providing here an alternative translation based on a mathematical interpretation of Cardano's description (Appendix 2). While the puzzle has always fascinated mathematicians, such as Pacioli, Cardano and John Wallis in his De algebra tractatus [31, [472] [473] [474] [475] [476] [477] [478] , it attracted the attention of modern mathematicians only since the booklet [13] became known through [22] . The mathematical explanation that we present here is necessary for the interpretation of the texts by Pacioli and Cardano and our choice of material is focussed on this interpretation and the translations.
As for the Chinese sources, there remains a lot of confusion. References to rings, linked rings or interlocked rings date back to Sun Tzu's (544-496 BCE) The Art of War and the logic school of Hui Shih (380-305 BCE). However, the terse text fragments do not allow us to identify these as references to the puzzle as we know it. As an additional complication, there also exist a conjuring trick by the same name, with solid metal rings that appear to link and unlink and pass through each other, as well as wire puzzles with several pairs of interlocked irregular shaped rings that need to be separated. The tangram puzzle was also commonly referred to as the 'Chinese puzzle' during the nineteenth century. Joseph Needham briefly discusses the Chinese rings in his volume on mathematics [23, 111] and shows a drawing of a purchased specimen from the beginning of the nineteenth century (see Figure 1 ). Needham mentions that the puzzle is known by the name 'Ring of linked rings' but he remains cautious about its source, admitting that "its origin is quite obscure". The earliest depiction of the Chinese rings in a Chinese work appears to be in a painting by Yu Ji (1738-1823) of a lady holding a version of the puzzle with nine rings. Illustrations of the puzzle in books or material evidence are all of later dates. Curiously, the puzzle is treated in books on Japanese mathematics, or wasan, that precede these earliest Chinese sources, most prominently in the Shūki Sanpō by Yoriyuki Arima, [2] (see Figure 2) ; cf. [7] . 
The name of the puzzle and its parts
That this popular puzzle is termed in the West as 'Chinese rings' reveals the awareness of a cross-cultural influence. Remarkably however, none of our early sources mention a Chinese origin. The name may have come in use because of the popularity of exotic specimens of wonder from the Far East during the nineteenth century.
The rings, supported by individual rods, are arranged on a kind of loop as in Figure 1 . In the chapter title, Pacioli uses the term 'strenghetta' for this loop. Queen Anna's New World of Words, a seventeenth-century Italian-English dictionary translates 'strengata' as 'a yark, or strip with a point'. The verb 'to yark' refers to the shoemaker's practice of sewing leather. In German, the most likely translation for 'strenghetta' would be 'Schlaufe', which translates into a heft or loop. Cardano refers to the puzzle as 'instrumentum ludicrum', or a playful tool. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the puzzle was known as Tarriers or Tarrying irons in England at the beginning of the seventeenth century [28] . In De algebra tractatus, Wallis spends six pages on De complicatis annulis or connected rings, and mentions Cardano as his main source. However, his version of the puzzle (see Figure 3) does not follow the description by Cardano but instead uses connected metal lamella, which suggests that he had such a specimen at his disposal. For the loop, Wallis does not adopt the term 'naviculum' from Cardano, but uses 'acum' (hair pin) or 'orbiculum' (revolving figure) . Intriguingly, his analysis is based on nine rings, which is the more common version in Chinese sources. The configuration with nine rings is confirmed by the Chinese name for the puzzle which is jiulianhuan (nine linked rings)
1 .
Figure 3: The puzzle as discussed by Wallis.
In a four-volume encyclopedic work on recreational problems by Jacques Ozanam, first published in two volumes as [24] , the puzzle is shown as an illustration only (1725, IV, plate 16), (see Figure 4) . However, Ozanam does not discuss it anywhere in the text. His version shows seven rings and the rods holding the rings are secured in a wooden or leather slat. None of the sources of the early nineteenth century mention a Chinese origin of the puzzle. Even Louis Gros, in his dedicated essay [13] on the baguenodier [sic!], 1 However, the terms used in other languages do not refer to Chinese rings. In Korean, it is addressed as yu gaek ju (delay guest instrument). In German, it is called Zankeisen (quarrel iron) or Nürnberger Tand. Italians call it anelli di Cardano (Cardano's rings). In Russian the puzzle is known as meleda. In Swedish: Sinclairs bojor (Sinclair's shackles), and Finnish: Vangin lukko (Prisoner's lock) or Siperian lukko (Siberian lock).
which contains an etymological introduction, does not mention the Chinese. Edouard Lucas, who discussed the puzzle first in the Revue Scientifique (2) 19(1880), 36-42, and later in his book [22] , also uses the French term without mentioning a Chinese origin. However, in England in the 1860s, the term 'Chinese rings' starts to appear and grows more and more common. The earliest reference to the puzzle by this term we could find is a question proposed by G. S. Carr in Mathematical Questions and Solutions from The Educational Times, Vol. XVIII (1873, 31). The puzzle then appeared by this name in sales catalogues on games and pastimes as in the one by Peck and Snyder from New York (reprinted in [26] ) or as a Japanese rings puzzle in Mr. Bland's Illustrated Catalogue of Extraordinary and Superior Conjuring Tricks (1889). Earlier English books describing the puzzle, such as The Magician's own book (1857, 280-283) do not refer to a Chinese origin. H. J. Purkiss calls it, in 1865, 'the common ring-puzzle' [27, 66] . So, it seems that the term 'Chinese rings' has been introduced only late in the nineteenth century.
Origin and transmission
The lack of any historical Chinese text describing the puzzle before Pacioli and Cardano, and the late adoption of the term 'Chinese rings' makes us circumspect about the possible Chinese origin of the puzzle. While it is difficult to determine a single origin of the contraption, it was probably invented only once. The rather complicated arrangement of rings, rods and bars makes it very unlikely that it was designed by several people independently or that it originated in different cultures simultaneously. Moreover, all extant versions are very similar, only differing in the number of rings, being mostly 7 or 9. Also, whoever has invented the puzzle must have had an idea of how to solve it. The great majority of extant Chinese rings puzzles have an odd number of rings. This implies that, when starting with all rings on the bar, the best first move is by ring 1, the one which is always free to be moved; for an even number of rings it would be ring 2, the next in succession. There are several references to its use as a lock. Cardano describes it as a useless subtlety, "though it can be applied to the artful locks made for chests". The Finnish names refer to it as a lock and [22, 165] writes that it was used as a lock in Norway. The Japanese scholar of Dutch language and science, Genpaku Sugita [30] narrates how Gennai Hiraga managed to unlock a bag with the Chinese rings belonging to the Dutch chief Jan Crans at the Dutch trading company at Deshima, c. 1769 [28] . As we do not know the inventor of the Chinese rings, his or her intention may have been to design an intricate lock, but we believe it served foremost a recreational purpose. The Chinese rings puzzle is not the only recreational problem whose cultural origin is difficult to establish. While the use of the term 'Chinese rings' suggests a Chinese origin, the direction of influence might actually be from the West to the East. We may compare the question of its origin with the so-called Josephus problem, also treated by Pacioli in the De viribus quantitatis (problems 56-60) and by Cardano in his Practica Arithmetice ( [5] , chap. 61, section 18, ff. T iiii r-T v r). The problem concerns counting out every kth person standing in a circle of n people, so that depending on the version of the problem, a given number of people remain or only the last person remains. The name 'Josephus problem' (Ludus Josephi ) is given by Cardano who relates it to a passage in Josephus' De Bello Judaico (c. 80, Book III, chap. 8, sect. 7). The most common version in the Latin world is about 15 Christians and 15 Turks on a boat that is about to sink, unless 15 people are thrown overboard. If all 30 stand in a circle and every 9th person is thrown overboard the following sequence guarantees that only Turks are thrown overboard: 4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1, meaning first 4 Christians, then 5 Turks, then 2 Christians, etc. These solutions are memorised by means of a vowel mnemonic. [29] was the first Western source to document that the Josephus problem was well known in Japan at least since the Jinkōki of 1627, one of the first books on wasan, traditional Japanese mathematics. The story here is of a wealthy farmer having thirty children, 15 from his first wife and 15 from the second, leaving his heritage to his single favorite son. Western, but also Japanese historians of mathematics have entertained the hypothesis that Jesuits residing in Japan from 1549 to the 1630s may have influenced the development of wasan 2 . Furthermore, there is the case of Hartsingus, a 'Japanese student' of mathematics at Leyden in 1654. However, none of these supposed influences can pass closer scrutiny [16] . A further complication is that the Japanese version of the problem, known as mamakodate, also features in literary works of a much older date. Though Josephus predates the earliest Japanese sources, it is nowhere evident to determine the direction of influence. It could have originated in Japan as well as in the Latin world.
Recreational problems such as the Josephus problem leave evidence of their existence as stories (Josephus), figures (as in Figure 5 ) or solidified solution recipes as the vowel mnemonics which allow us to trace the problem through historical sources. Such problems travel easily across cultural boundaries along the trade routes while embedding mathematical practices which become adapted to a new cultural context [15] . With the Chinese rings puzzle, we also have the material culture of crafting, selling, transporting and using the contrivance. Material remains could shed some light on the origin of the puzzle, but extant examples are of recent dates. The puzzle shown by Needham ( Figure 1 ) is a nineteenth-century copy. Unless a specimen would be excavated in a tomb dating before the sixteenth century, there is no solid evidence of its Chinese origin.
Pacioli's text is the earliest source of a mathematically inspired treatment of the Chinese rings puzzle. The De Viribus Quantitatis is an extensive compilation of puzzles, conjuring tricks and recreational problems. According to a dedicatory letter it was written from 1496 to 1508. However, in problem 129 there is a reference to a date in 1509, which indicates that the manuscript was still being edited during that year. The book was never published but survived as a manuscript owned by an eighteenth-century book collector, Giovanni Giacomo Amadei. It was later acquired by the University Library of Bologna [25] . The dedication of the book and a request for a printing privilege was published by Boncompagni in his journal [4, [430] [431] [432] . These texts provide sufficient evidence for the attribution to Pacioli and the dating of the manuscript. A transcription of the text was published only in 1997 [11] . In 2009 a luxurious facsimile edition was published by the Aboca Museum with some commentaries [19] .
Mathematical interpretation
The Chinese rings puzzle with n ∈ N 0 rings can be modelled mathematically by a graph R n whose vertex set is B n , B := {0, 1}, and where a pair {s, t} ∈ B n 2 belongs to the edge set, if the states represented by s and t differ by the move 2 [29] , 135: "could the mathematics of the West, or any intimation of what was being accomplished by its devotees, have reached Japan in Seki's time? These questions are more easily asked than answered, but it is by no means improbable that the answers will come in due time. We have only recently had the problem stated, and the search for the solution has little more than just begun." of one ring 3 . We write s = s n . . . s 1 , where s r = 0, if ring r ∈ {1, . . . , n} is off the loop and s r = 1, if it is on the loop; here ring 1 is the outermost ring and ring n is the one closest to the handle. So s is a word over the alphabet B or a binary string (of length n). Figure 6 shows the example of graph R 3 . Figure 6 : The graph R 3 .
An easy theory shows that R n is isomorphic to P 2 n , the path graph on 2 n vertices, whence the shortest path between any two vertices is always unique. The pendant vertices of R n are α We will designate by n (the length of) the path from 0 n to 1 n in R n and by n the 1 n , 0 n -path (with the same length). The stands for Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1742-1799), who in 1769 published the first (known so far) account of the lengths of these paths for general n; see [17] . We then have
the Mersenne number M n = 2 n −1 being the length of the whole 0 n , 10 n−1 -path with 1 n = 11 n−1 lying on that path. Lichtenberg did not write out (1) explicitly, but instead derived the equivalent recurrence
De viribus quantitatis
Pacioli, who, of course, does not refer to a graph, describes the minimal solution for the task to get from 0 7 to 1 7 , but does not account for the number of moves on that path. The first 8 moves, i.e. from 0000000 to 0001100, are given explicitly in great detail. Then, for the first time, he alludes to a sequence of moves already done, namely 2 , and tells us to do these moves in reverse, i.e. 2 , to arrive at 0001111. The next instruction corresponds to an 3 leading to 0001000 and allowing ring 5 to go up: 0011000. Again, Pacioli evokes an 3 which would result in 0011111, but he says "and you will have 6 on the loop". So he forgot or skipped voluntarily a 0011111, 0111111-path, which amounts to 4 (4 rings down) plus 1 move upwards of ring 6 and then 4 to reposition the first four rings on the loop. But then he resumes his strategy by saying that to move ring 7 up, "it is first necessary to pull down the first 5 ones", i.e. 5 . To do this he can just run the procedure which led from 0000000 to 0011111 in reverse order, thereby switching and , because the presence of ring 6 on the loop does not change the mobility of the first 5 rings. Again he explains this explicitly, i.e. 3 , ring 5 down, 3 , 2 , ring 4 down, 2 , 1 , ring 3 down. At this point, at state 0100010, a somewhat cryptic instruction follows, which can only mean 1 , ring 2 down, ring 1 down. since it must lead to 0100000, when ring 7 can go up. Arriving at 1100000, he spares the reader an 5 to the final state 1111111 or either another 6 to arrive at 1000000 which would allow an 8th ring to move up and so on. This second interpretation is compatible with Pacioli's words "And in this way, successively you can place the others, one after the other".
Obviously, Pacioli had made the following observations:
1. Ring 1 is free, i.e. it can move at any time. The last sentence of Pacioli's Chapter 107 is very remarkable: if our interpretation, which is supported by the title of the chapter, is correct, he describes a two-player game in which one of the players starts in 1 n , the other in 0 n and the winner is who first reaches the opposite state of the instrument, i.e. who can take off all n rings from the loop, in other words pull the loop from the rings, or put them all up, i.e. place the loop into them, respectively. There is no other example in literature where such a competition based on the Chinese rings has been proposed!
Ring
r + 1 can only be moved if ring r is on the loop and all rings < r are off: 0ω (r) ↔ 1ω (r) . We may omit equal prefixes of any length, because rings > r + 1 do not affect such a move. 3. After an up move of ring r + 1, i.e. at 1ω (r) , one has to move up rings 1 to r − 1 to arrive at 1 1+r and thereafter r rings down to get to ω 1+r . (This takes all in all r−1 + r = r−1 + r = M r moves.) 4. Equivalently, starting in 01 r , taking r − 1 rings off leads to 0ω (r) , such that ring r + 1 can be lifted up to 1ω
De subtilitate
In Book XV, On uncertain-type or useless subtleties, Cardano first describes the material which is obviously the same as Pacioli is referring to; the number of rings is fixed to 7. Cardano uses the word navicula for what Pacioli named by the obscure word strenghetta. While we translated the latter with loop, we will employ shuttle, deriving from the weaver's tool, for Cardano's text. This material, in addition to Pacioli's observations 1 and 2, allows for the first two rings to move simultaneously-up, if both are off, and down, if both are on the shuttle. This is what Lucas later called the marche accélérée (accelerated run) [22, 183f] . The graph R n modelling this version, obviously for n ≥ 2, is obtained from R n by adding edges between vertices ending in 00 and 11 and deleting all vertices (and their incident edges) ending in 01. It is again a path graph, but whose length is shortened to 3 · 2 n−2 − 1. In this setting, in contrast to all the other rings, ring 2 never walks alone, but always together with ring 1. The example of R 3 is drawn in Figure 7 . Accordingly, Cardano starts, from state 0000000, by pulling up rings 1 and 2 to get 0000011, from where he can drop down ring 1 to arrive at 0000010. So he used two "exchanges" instead of the three moves of individual rings. Now tbe third ring can be lifted to 0000110 and moving up ring 1 results in three rings on the shuttle 0000111. Then rings 1 and 2 can be dropped simultaneously to reach state 0000100 from which ring 4 can go up to 0001100.
Somewhat surprisingly, Cardano stops here with his stepwise description of the solution, because he believes that the procedure is already clear from that short introduction and that it follows three recipes:
1. "that the ring to be pulled up or dropped down should have only one in front of it enclosing the shuttle" This is the same as Pacioli's observation 2. (Cardano mentions the first ring only later as the one which is free; cf. Pacioli's observation 1.)
2. "when you are dropping down, you should always let down the first two together after pulling up the first, or before dropping the first down you pull up the first two" This is the statement that rings 1 and 2 should move simultaneously, if possible. The wording is not particularly clear, but it can only mean that the exchanges involving the first two rings always come in two, either two rings up, one down, i.e. 00 → 11 → 10, or one ring up and two down, i.e. 10 → 11 → 00.
3. "whichever is pulled up or dropped, all those in front must be pulled up, and again be dropped"
Again the wording is a bit ambiguous, but it probably refers to 00 r → 01 r → 010 r−1 → 110 r−1 → 11 r → 10 r and 10 r → 11 r → 110 r−1 → 010 r−1 → 01 r → 00 r for ring r + 1 to move up or down, respectively, for r ∈ {2, . . . , 6}. This can be compared with Pacioli's observation 4.
After stating his three instructions for the solution, Cardano emphasises the independence of the first two rings and claims, without proof, that state 1111111 is reached (from 0000000) in 64 exchanges and that another 31 lead to 1000000. He then adds these numbers to arrive at 95 for the whole path R 7 and even considers the way back with the same number of exchanges to summarize the round trip α (7) (→ 1 7 ) → ω (7) (→ 01 6 ) → α (7) , completed in 190 exchanges.
These four numbers are correct, i.e. they represent the values p 7 , p 6 , 3 · 2 5 − 1 and 3 · 2 6 − 2, where p n = 3 n−2 + 1 is the length of the path from 0 n to 1 n , named for Henri John Purkiss (cf. [17] ), and the other two numbers stand for the length of the path R 7 as seen before and its double. Note that, similarly as in (1), we have, for n ≥ 2,
Comparison
Given that the optimal, i.e. shortest, solution for the Chinese rings puzzle is unique, it comes as no surprise that the descriptions of Pacioli and Cardano are very similar. The main difference is that Cardano uses the accelerated rule to move ring 2 always together with ring 1 in one exchange. This could have led him, already after the first 6 exchanges, to the recipe of employing his instruction 2 alternately with a move of ring 3 in between and the only possible move of one ring different from 1, 2 and 3 thereafter: 00 → 10, one move of ring 3, 10 → 00, one move of some ring r > 3. In that case, his instruction 3 is only needed to deduce the numbers of moves of rings r ∈ {4, . . . , 7}, namely 2 7−r , on the path from α (7) to ω (7) . Then, after 6 · 7 r=4 2 7−r = 6 · 15 = 90 exchanges we are in state 1000100, so that after 5 more we arrive at the terminal state. Similarly, if we interrupt the sequence of moves of the larger 4 rings after the 10th already, i.e. after 60 exchanges, we are in state 1111000 and 4 more exchanges lead to 1 7 . This is a possible explanation for the four numbers occurring in Cardano's text.
Let us finally mention that none of the authors addressed the question of optimality of their solutions although minimality of the path length is usually assumed to be part of the problem in comparable puzzles like, e.g., the wolf, goat and cabbage problem. Note that describing a solution, as Pacioli and Cardano did, only gives an upper bound for the optimal length. Therefore, an additional argument is needed for the lower bound as, e.g., provided above by looking at the corresponding graph.
Conclusion
It is remarkable that the Chinese rings puzzle caught the attention of mathematicians such as Pacioli, Cardano, Wallis, Lichtenberg, and Arima long before a full theory was established by L. Gros. They all showed an interest in the mathematical aspects of the puzzle and all arrived at interesting results. They treat the Chinese rings not as a mere curiosity or pastime but recognize the combinatorial and recursive aspects of the mathematics behind the puzzle.
Recursive thinking is present in both Pacioli's and Cardano's accounts. The former claims that once you know "the method", namely to get to 1100000, you can put up the other rings, the number of which he declares to be arbitrary from the beginning. The figure Pacioli refers to would obviously decide the question whether he is just describing a generalizable example, but the figure is unfortunately missing in the extant manuscript. Cardano restricts his treatment to seven rings (Wallis has nine) and definitely considers a finite path, namely from 0000000 to 1000000 and back again. But also here, some recursive thinking is present, because he stops his stepwise description already at 1100, which not coincidentally is the prototype of Pacioli's solution.
The first evidence for a general n is due to Lichtenberg [20] . [2] again has 9 rings, but something like recursion is mentioned (jiyaku-jutsu). Also he gives a general rule for how to get the next entry in his table(s) from the previous one. By the time of Gros and Lucas recurrence is, of course, well-established. While Pacioli's description of the solution is more lucid, he does not deal with move numbers at all. Interestingly, both authors employ a certain form of non-numerical recursion in their solution procedure. As with mathematical induction, an implicit idea of recursive procedures seem to have been present at the beginning of the sixteenth century 6 . Although they both restrict themselves to n = 7 rings, Pacioli admits that n could be any number (larger than 2) and his as well as Cardano's algorithm could easily be extended to any number of rings n ≥ 2.
Apart from the rather specific recursive character of the Arithmetical triangle, an often cited example of an early use of recursion is Fibonacci's rabbit problem [9, leading to the first definition of an integer sequence by recurrence; cf. [21, p. 131 ]. However, it was not really noticed before the seventeenth century and we believe the case of Pacioli and Cardano here presented to be much closer to the modern concept of recursion than that of Fibonacci, or the inventors of the Arithmetical triangle for that matter, by applying it to a "method", thereby anticipating a non-numerical recursive algorithm.
The transcription is made from [25] , reproduced by Honsell and Bagni [19] . Ligatures and abbreviations have been expanded, the letters 'u' and 'v' have been differentiated and punctuation has been added, but otherwise the original spelling has been maintained, even where it is used inconsistently. The English translation closely follows the original text. For convenience to the reader, the states of the rings on the loop are shown with binary strings s as explained in Section 4 put between square brackets: [s].
Capitolo CVII: Do cavare et mettere una strenghetta salda in al quanti anelli saldi difficil caso Molti hanno certa quantita de annelli saldi messi in certi gambi, quali asettano in una steccha piatta de legno o altro metallo, la quali gambi sonno commo chiuodi o vero aguti ognuno ficto nel suo foro alla fila in ditta stecha, in modo chel capo loro tenga, ch'non posino uscire, et la ponta de ognuno revoltata aluncino ch' tenga ognuna uno anello et ognuno delli anelli ha la ponta de laguto dentro. Et poi, in ditta ponto fermato la nello el chiuodo non po ne avanze per lo capo ne adrieto per la nello ch' sta in la ponta revoltata dentro laltro anello. Et questi anelli possano essere piu de tre quanti te piaci. Ma manco non per chel giuoco non seria bello, et sonno situati uno in laltro commo vedi qui in [f. 212r] figura, salvo chel primo diloro non ha niuno dentro. Da poi hanno una strengheta facta commo vedi, salda da ogni capo et in quella con bellissimo modo et in gegno in filzano tutti ditti anelli commenzando dal primo. Cioe da quello ch'é libero et metese in questo modo. Videlicet: Prima metti quello. o anello per lo cui gambo farai andar su el 7 o e' cosi sucessive de mano in mano metterai li altri et parcas lector. Per ch' non solo ascrivere el modo ma actu mostrandolo con fatiga el giovinelo a prende'. Ma son certo chel tuo ligiero in gegno alla mia diminuta scriptura suplire in quo plurimum confido ideo. Et di questi anche sene propone doi, uno ligato et laltro sciolto, achi prima asetta luno commo laltro venca.
Chapter 107: Where a solid loop is pulled from and placed into any number of solid rings, a difficult case Many have a certain quantity of solid rings held by some rods which come together in a slat made of wood or else of metal, which rods are as locks, or each fixed together at their hole in rank at that slat, in such a way that its end holds it so that none can move out and each of their tips is coiled so that each holds one of the rings and each of the rings has its tip inside.
And then at these closed tips the lock of the ring cannot move at the end, nor at the other side as the ring rests by the coiled tip inside the other ring. And these rings may be more than three as many as you please. But with less the game would not be as nice. And they are placed one to the other as can be seen in the Then, since we have made a loop, as you can see, closed at each end and such in a most beautiful way and skill are lined up all these rings starting from the first [0000000]. Thus the one which is free is placed in such a way: first, place this first one alone by passing it through the cut so that it can enter and all the others are remaining along that slat [0000001].
Next, take the second ring by pulling it up along the rod of the first and pulling it forward to the end of that loop. Leave it so that we have two already [0000011] . Then throw the first down to the slat to remain there [0000010] . And by the rod of the second you will pull up the third, pushing it forward so that the loop enters it, as you did before for the second And in this way, successively you can place the others, one after the other, and we spare the reader.
By which I not only described the method but actually demonstrated to exhaustion the youthful to learn. But I am very confident that your swift intelligence will fill the gaps of my terse writing in which many therefore rely on. And if of these [instruments] two are offered, one interlinked and the other loose, who first arranges one like the other wins. enclosed rings a finger in size; the rods themselves are held beneath the coiled tip by the subsequent ring. Consequently, all the rings, apart from the first one, are restrained by the preceding ring from falling off by the rod in front. It is all of iron, and there is a small iron shuttle (which we presented with an accurate picture in the margin [cf. Figure 9] ) that is long and wide according to the size of the underlying slat. With this tool a game of marvelous subtlety has been devised. The first and second ring are inserted through the empty space A and then the shuttle through these rings [0000011] . Afterwards, the first of these is passed through the empty space A [0000010], after which the third ring is taken up through the empty middle part of the shuttle, like the first two, and the shuttle is pushed into it [0000110] . Then when the first is pulled up, there are already three enclosing the shuttle [0000111]; you will pull out the first two that were freed from the shuttle first; so it rests enclosed by the third only [0000100]; next one may pull the fourth over [0001100], so that all this hard work is covered by three instructions. First, that the ring to be pulled up or dropped down should have only one in front of it enclosing the shuttle. Second, when you are dropping down, you should always let down the first two together after pulling up the first, or before dropping the first down you pull up the first two. Thirdly, whichever is pulled up or dropped, all those in front must be pulled up, and again be dropped. Thus the first two are not blocked by any other and neither do they interact [with each other]; the one I call the first ring is the one that is free [.] 11 In sixty-four exchanges, if no error is made, the shuttle is enclosed by all the rings, and encloses all the rods [1111111], after thirty-one others the shuttle is held only by the first rod [1000000] . So that there are ninety-five from the release [of the shuttle from the rings] to the transition of the first or the last, and equally many returning. So the circle will be completed in a hundred and ninety exchanges. This [subtlety] is of no use in itself, though it can be applied to the artful locks made for chests.
